


Identity is not always cut and dry. Together, these two statements convey some of complexity 
that can result when one’s lineage is not — to use a term reserved for dogs and the Aryan-
minded — purebred. 

I want to establish this cultural context for Appleby’s paintings because she is a 
monochromatic artist, but she is not a purist. In this, her debut show at the Upper East Side 
gallery Franklin Parrasch, she showed 8 square paintings, all 30 by 30 inches, which is about 
the physical area one sees when staring straight ahead. Again, I think the press release is 
helpful: 

Reflecting upon an Ojibwa belief that certain souls wander in a pre-color state before they 

wander into the light, Appleby intuits the metaphorical impact of such a journey in these 

paintings, each of which depicts shifting tonal densities of grey built through numerous subtly 

visible chromatic layers. 

When I began looking at the eight paintings, which were displayed on three different walls 
(two groups of two and one group of four), I forgot that the press release underscored the 
importance of “gray.” I saw other muted tones, inflected by green, but I did not see gray. 

It took a while for me to adjust to what I was looking at — a monochromatic painting where 
the central area often, but not always, distinguishes itself from the rest of the painting in both 
texture and hue. Let me be clear: this is not say there is a form in the center; there is more of an 
atmospheric change, a feeling of condensation. The paintings are both monochromatic and 
tonal. Their subject is not color but imminent light or darkness, that period of limbo. 

Standing alone in the quiet, high-ceilinged room, I was reminded of the first stanza of Robert 
Creeley’s poem “The Door (II)”: 

It is hard going to the door 

cut so small in the wall where 

the vision which echoes loneliness 

brings a scent of wild flowers in a wood. 

Four of the eight paintings have “First Light” in their title and the other four have “Last 
Light.” Appleby gives further clues to her inspiration by including a parenthetical descriptor 



with each painting, as in “Last Light (August)” (2019). Yet, I think it is a mistake to try and 
nail down a connection between painting’s title and the experience of looking at it. 

 

Anne Appleby, “Last Light (August)” (2019), oil and wax on canvas, 30 x 30 in. 

Appleby, who lives on a ranch in rural Montana, is highly attuned to the colors she sees in her 
landscape, as well as to the changing light and seasons. As much as her paintings are rooted in 
these, they are not based on direct observation. However, in bringing up her biographical 
details, I am proposing that Appleby’s monochromatic paintings are not about color, but about 
nature and light. 

I would go further and say that her paintings don’t emerge solely from Western art — either 
the optical lineage that begins with Claude Monet and Georges Seurat and passes through Josef 
Albers to the present, or the reductive lineage that originates with Kazimir Malevich and is 
redefined by Ad Reinhardt, Mark Rothko, and others. Clearly, her long apprenticeship with an 
Ojibwa artist and holy man taught her to look at the natural world differently than either of 
these two diverse groups. The one modern artist in these lineages she has a clear affinity to is 
Agnes Martin. Like Martin, Appleby lives in a largely uninhabited landscape dominated by 
nature, where one becomes conscious of the sky’s presence, its constantly changing conditions. 
At the same time — and this speaks to the landscape’s affect on the artist — Appleby’s work 
looks nothing like Martin’s. 

What Appleby’s paintings ask you to do is lose yourself, enter the interior space that can come 
with looking, but, in these content-driven times, seldom does. In “Last Light (August),” I felt 



as if I was trying to look into a dense fog, to discern what was form and what was light, unable 
to fix on any part of the painting. The effect is disconcerting because Appleby conjures an in-
between state, where nothing attains definition, nor is anything completely dispersed. 

Rather than seeing a form or a field, I found my focus readjusting as I tried to see into the 
painting — their layered surfaces certainly invite the viewer to do that. The colors evoke 
nature but not in any nameable way; the sense of a wet dawn or evening glow shrouded in mist 
is perhaps the strongest. 

What to me is most disconcerting about these paintings — but also contributes deeply to the 
pleasure in experiencing them — is that I began to feel bodiless, like a ghost, when I looked at 
them. They didn’t mirror me; rather, I felt as though I were beginning to mirror them. I could 
begin to enter the painting through my eyes — and they certainly pulled me into their miasma. 
Yet for various reasons, including their size, I felt I could not physically enter them 

 

Anne Appleby, “Last Light (May)” (2019), oil and wax on canvas, 30 x 30 in. 

As Creeley writes in “The Door (II),” “the vision which echoes loneliness.” This is the 
metaphor that, for me, came through the paintings. Whatever journey we are on, there are 
periods when we have no idea where we are going, what we are about, or what we are 
supposed to do. We do not want to believe that we live in limbo, but perhaps we should. 



For in not knowing where we are when looking at these paintings, we might want to consider 
where it is we want to go and, more importantly, how will we get there with regards to the 
natural world. 

Anne Appleby: Hymn: First Light, Last Light continues at Franklin Parrasch Gallery (53 East 
64th Street, Manhattan) through December 21. 

 


